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0. Introduction
Consider the standard SO(p) X SO(q) -action on Sp+*~l. This action has
codimension one principal orbits with SO(p— l)xSO(q— 1) as principal isotropy
group. Furthermore, the fixed point set of restricted SO(p— l)xSO(q— 1)action is diffeomorphic to S1.
In this paper, we shall study smooth SOQ(p, ^-actions on Sp+q~l, each of
which is an extension of the above action, and we shall show that such an action
is characterized by a pair (φ,/) satisfying certain conditions, where φ is a smooth
one-parameter group on S1 and/: *S'1->P1(.R) is a smooth function.
In his paper [1], T. Asoh has classified smooth SL(2, C)-actions on S3
topologically. In particular, he has introduced such a pair to study the case
that the restricted SZ7(2)-action has codimension one orbits. We shall show
that Asoh's method is useful to our problem.
1. Subgroups of SO(py q)
Let SO(p, q) denote the group of matrices in SL(p+q, R) which leave
invariant the quadratic form

In particular, SO(p, q) contains S(O(p)xO(q)) as a maximal compact subgroup.
Put

7
Γ~
Ί
L Oo> /J
/J,
where In denotes the unit matrix of order n. It is clear that for a real matrix
g of order p+q, g^SO(py q) if and only if tglptqg=lp,q and det£=l.
*) Partly supported by the Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research, The Ministry of Education,
Science and Culture, Japan.
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Let 3o(p, q) denote the Lie algebra of SO(p, q).
X of order p+q, X^8o(p, q) if and only if

Then, for a real matrix

XIM+It.,X = 0 .

(1.1)

Writing X in the form

χ=

x,

where Xl is of order p and X4 is of order #, we see that the condition (1.1) is
equivalent to X3=*X2 and X±, X4 are skew-symmetric.
Here we consider the standard representations of SO(p, q) and §o(p, q) on
p+q
R . Let e^ •• ,ep+q denote the standard basis of Rp+g. LetH(a:b) (resp.
§(#: δ)) denote the isotropy group (resp. the isotropy algebra) at ae^bβp+i for
(0, i)Φ(0, 0). It is clear that fy(a:V) is the subalgebra of 3o(/>, q) consisting
of matrices in the form

-VU

0

bu

*

-aU

*

0

-a'U

0

a*V

bV

*

-aV

*

' 0
(1.2)

\

VV '

Moreover, we see H(l: 0)=SO(p-l, q) and tf(0: l)=SO(p, q-1). Put
\

/

sinh θ

cosh θ

(1.3)

IP-I

m(θ) =
k

sinh θ

\

cosh0
7

-J

It is clear that m(θ)^SO(p, q) and
(1.4)

where α' = α cosh ^ + i sinh 5, &' = α sinh θ + b cosh 0. Let M(p, q) denote
the subgroup of SO(p, q) consisting of matrices m(θ), Θ^R.
Lemma 1.5. SO(ρ, q)=S(O(p) X O(q))M(ρ, q)SO(p- 1, g)
=S(0(p)XO(q))M(p, q)SO(p, g-1).
The coset space SO(p, q)/SO(p—l, q) (resp. SO(p, q)ISO(p, q— 1)) is homeomorphίc

SO0(ρJ ^-ACTIONS
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p

to S ~ xR\resp. R x
p

q

Proof. Let g(=SO(p, q) and gel=u®v^R ®R .
Xθ(q)) and £=±l such that

2

There exist k<=S(O(p)

2

Since ||α|| — ||ι;|| =l, there exists Θ^R such that
||ιc|| = cosh (9, £||ι?|| = sinhθ .
Then we see that m(—θ)k~1g^SO(p—-lί q), and hence we obtain the first equation. The correspondence gSO(p—l,q)-*'(\\u\\~1u,v) gives a homeomorphism
from SO(p,q)ISO(p—l9q) onto Sp'1xRg. The second half can be proved
similarly by considering the orbit of ep+1.
q.e.d.
Let SO0(p, q) denote the identity component of SO(p,q). By the above
lemma, we see that SO(p, q) has two connected components for p, q^l. Writing
g<=SO(p, q) in the form
ΓA B~
a —

8

1C

D

where A is of order p and D is of order q, we see that g^SO0(p, q) if and only
if det^ί>0.
Considering the orbit of Λe1 ^-bep+lJ we obtain
(1.6)

S0(p, q) = S(0(p)xO(q))M(p,

for each (a, b) φ (0, 0).

q)H(a: b)

It is clear that

where the intersection is taken over all (a, i)Φ(0, 0).
Lemma 1.7. Suppose p,q^3. Let Q be a proper subalgebra of §o(pf q)
which contains §o(p— 1)0 δo(f— 1). If
(*)

dim δo(p, q)— dim Q^p+q— 1 .

then Q=$(a: b} for some (a, i)Φ(0, 0) or Q=$(l : 8 }®θl for 6=±l, where the onedimensional space θ1 is generated by a matrix Eltp+lJΓEp+lil.
Proof. By considering the adjoint representation of SO(p—l)X SO(q—l)
on §o(^>, q), we see first that g contains δo(p— 1, q— 1) under the condition (*).
Next, we obtain the desired result by considering the bracket operations on
SO(p— l)xSO(q— l)-invariant subspaces. We omit the detail (cf. [4], §2).
q.e.d.
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2. Smooth SOQ(p, q) actions on
Let Φ0: SO0(p, q)xSp+q~1-^Sp+q~1 denote the standard action defined by
(2.1)

ΦQ(g,u)

Its restricted SO(^))xSO(gr)-action ψ is of orthogonal transformations and has
codimension one principal orbits with SO(p— l)xSO(q— 1) as principal isotropy
group. Moreover, the fixed point set of its restricted SO(p— 1)X SO(q—l)action is one-dimensional. Put
G = S00(p, ?), K = S0(p) X S0(q), H = S0(p- 1) x SO(q~ 1) ,
(

'

p+q

-\ F(H) = {x

where F(H) is the fixed point set of the restricted ίf-action. In the following,
we shall identify F(H) with the circle S1 by the natural diffeomorphism h : S1-*
F(H) defined by h(x,y)=xe1+yep+1.
Let Φ : G X S^^ ^S^9"1 be a smooth G-action on S^"'1 (p, q^ 3) such that
its restricted ^-action coincides with the action i/r, i.e. Φ\Kx
First, we shall show that there exists a smooth function /:
uniquely determined by the condition

(2-3)

$(/(»)) cβ.5

F(H)-*Pl(R)

*c=F(H),

where Pι(R) is the real projective line, Qz is the isotropy algebra at # with respect
to the given G-action Φ, and §(/(#)) is a subalgebra of §o(p, q) defined by (1.2).
Because Qz is a proper subalgebra of §o(p, q) which contains Lie H=8o(p—l)
(&§o(q— 1), there exists uniquely (a: δJeP^Λ) such that

(2.4)

5(β:i)cg.

by Lemma 1.7. It remains only to show the smoothness of /.
we obtain

By (1.2), (2.4),

and hence

. , EH-E^, = o ,

1 i

j.i* Ep+ltp+j—Ep+jtp+ιyz+a\\Ep+ltp+j—Ep+j>p+1\\2z

= 0,

where < , > denotes the standard Riemannian metric on Sp+q~λ and each element
of 3o(p, q) can be considered naturally as a smooth vector field on S****1'1 (cf.
[3], ch. II, Th. II). These equations assure the smoothness of/.

SO0(ρ, ^-ACTIONS
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Comparing $(a: b) with isotropy algebras of the restricted ίΓ-action, we
obtain

Let m(θ) be the matrix defined by (1.3). Then, the set F(H) is invariant
under the transformation Φ(m(θ)y — ), because m(θ) commutes with each element
of H. Let φ : R x F(H)-*F(H) denote the smooth Λ-action on F(H) defined by
φ(θ, z)=Φ(m(θ), z). Then, we obtain
(2.6)

/(*) = (a: b) =Φ/(φ(0, *)) = (a': V) ,

where a'=a cosh θ+b sinh 0, b'=a sinh 0+ό cosh θ. This follows from (1.4),
(2.3) and the definition of §(#: i).
Let /, : F(H)-*F(H) (i=l, 2) denote involutions defined by J^x, y)=(—x, y)
and J2(x, y)=(xy —y). Then, we obtain
(2.7)

/(*) = (α:b)

This follows from the fact Ji(z)=ψ>(ji, z) (ί=l, 2), where

(2-8)

Λ=Γ-/>

L ip+,-J'1,

Λ=

There is a following relation of the involution /,- with the transformation
φ(θ,-)=Φ(m(θ),-):
(2.9)

/,.(φ(0, *)) = φ(-θ, /,(*))

This follows from the

(ί=l, 2) .

fΆct:jim(θ)=m(—θ)ji.

Let σ: SO0(p, q)-+ SOQ(p, q) denote an automorphism defined by σ(g)=
g~l=lptqglp,q
We may give a new G-action Φσ defined by Φσ(£, u)—Φ(σ(g), u).
It is clear that

t

Let/0", φσ denote the smooth function/: F(H)-*Pι(R) and the smooth Λ-action
φ: RxF(H)-*F(H), respectively, with respect to the G-action Φσ. Then we
see that

3. Properties of (φ,f)
Let P be a symmetric matrix of order p+q, and let U(P) denote a closed
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subgroup of G=SO0(py q) defined by
U(P)={g<=G\gP<g=P}.
Let /: F(H)-*P1(R)
matrix defined by

be a smooth function.

P(z) = (ιf+Vt)

(3.1)

Let P(z) denote a symmetric

l

(ael+bep+lγ(ael+bep+l)

for f(z)—(a: i), and let U(z) denote the identity component of U(P( #)). Then,
it is clear that (see § 1)
(3.2)

U(z) = the identity component of H(a : b) .

Let (φ,/) be a pair of a smooth Λ-action φ on F(H) and a smooth function /: F(H)-*-P1(R) satisfying the following conditions :

(i) 7, (Φ(M)) = Φ(-0, /,•(*)),

(ii) /(*) = (a: b) =*/(/,<*)) = (a: -b) ,
where/!, J2 are involutions on F(H) defined in §2,
(iii) /(*) = (a: b) **f(φ(θ, *)) = (a': b'),
where #'=# cosh 0+έ sinh 0, b'= <2 sinh 0+i cosh 0,
(iv) /(*) = (1: 0)«* = ±βl; /(*). = (0: l)«ar
By (1.4), (3.1) and the condition (iii), we obtain
(3.3)

m(θ}P(z)m(θ) =

where λ(^, z) is a positive real number defined by
\(0, ar) = (fl2+i?)-i{(a cosh (9+δ sinh (9)2+(α sinh θ+b cosh 0)2} ,
for /(#)=(#: δ).
(3.4)

By the conditinon (iv), we obtain
KΠU(s) = Kg,

where K2 denotes the isotropy group at z^F(H) with respect to the ^-action
Lemma 3.5. Suppose kP(zyk=P(zυ) for some k^K and z,
Putf(z)=(a:b).
(1) 7/έΛΦO, then f(*)=f(w) and kt=H\JjJJff,
or f(z) =/(/»)
(2) Ifab=Q, then f(z) =f(w) and k e C7(ar) U ;,/2 t/(ar) .
Proof. The result follows by a routine work from the fact that X*X=
Ύ*Ύ implies X=± Y for column vectors X, Y. So we omit the detail, q.e.d.
Lemma 3.6. Put /(*) = (a : b).

If /(φ(0, z)) =AΛ (*)), ίfew I a \ Φ | b \ ,

SO0(ρ, ^-ACTIONS
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Φ(θ>*)=Jι(*)f°r \a\<\b\,andφ(θ,z)=J2(z)for \a\>\b\.
Proof. /(/,-(#)) = (a: —b) by the condition (ii). On the other hand, if
|0| = | f t | , then f(φ(θ, *))=/(*) =(Λ: i)Φ(0: —b) by the condition (iii). Hence
we obtain | a \ Φ | b \ . Suppose | a \ < \ b \ . Then z=φ(τ, £ep+1) for some re R
and £— ±1 by the conditions (iii), (iv). Hence we obtain
7i(*) = Φ(-τ, £ep+l) , /,(*) - φ(-τ, -£<VH) ,
= (-tanh r : 1) , φ(0, x) = φ(0+τ, 6ep+1) ,
): 1).

Therefore, τ= — 0/2 and φ(0, z)=J1(z).

The remaining case is similarly proved.
q.e.d.

Lemma 3.7. Pwί /(*) = (α : i). // ;>(0) e ί7(^), ίA«f | a \ Φ | b \ , i= 1 for
\a\<\b\,andi=2for | α | > | i | .
Proof.

By (3.2) and our assumption, we obtain
Γcosh θ

sinh 01 Γa~]

Lsinh θ cosh θ\ \b\

.Γ
=(

al

~ ^ L-6J *

This implies (— iγ(a2-}-b2) = (a2— b2) cosh θ.
result.

Hence we obtain the desired
q.e.d.

4. Construction of SO0(p, ^-actions
4.1. Let (φ,/) be a pair of a smooth Λ-action φ on F(H) and a smooth
function /: F(H)-*Pι(R) satisfying the four conditions in §3. We shall show
how to construct a smooth G=SOΌ(p, ^-action on S^9"1 from the pair (φ,/).
We use the notations (2.2), (2.8).
By (1.6), (3.2), we obtain
(4.1)

G - KM(p,

for each z&F(H).

(

' '
and put
(4.3)

Take (gJp)^GxSp+q~1.

q)U(z)
Let us choose

k'<=K, θϊΞR, lie t/(»): gk = k'm(θ)u ,
1

Φ(g, p) = ψ(Λ', φ(0, ar)) e S^^ .

We shall show that Φ is a smooth G-action on Sp+q~1.
prepare the followings.

To show this, we

Lemma 4.4. Suppose km(θ)u = k'm(θ')u' for k.k'^K and u,ur^U(z).
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Then, ψ(A, φ'(θ, *))=*(*', φ (θ', *)).
Proof.

We obtain
km(θ)P(z)m(θγk = k'm(θ')P(z)m(ΘJk' .

Then, by (3.3)
\(θ, z)kP(φ(θ, x))*k = \(θ', z)k'P(φ(θ', xtfk' .
Comparing traces of both sides, we obtain
\(θ, x) = λ(0', 2) ,

kP(φ(θ, x)Yk = k'P(φ(θ', *))'*' .
By the second equation, Lemma 3.5 and the conditions (i), (iii), we obtain the
following possibilities:
(a)
(b)

ΛΦ(0-0', *))=/(*),
f(Φ(θ+θ',*))=f(Ji(z)).

or

Putf(z)=(a:b).
We see that if | α | = |J| (resp. | α | Φ | δ | ) , then the equation
\(θ,*)=\(θ',x) (resp. f(φ(θ-θ', *))=/(*)) implies θ=θ'. Suppose θ=θ'.
Then
k'lk' = m(θ)uuf-1m(θ)-1^m(θ)U(z)m(θ)-1

= U(φ(θ, ar))

by (3.3), and hence ^(k^k', φ(θ, x))=φ(θ, z) by (3.4). Therefore, if (9-0' then
Finally, we consider the case (b). Then k~lk'^jjl D J2H by Lemma 3.5,
and hence k'=kjfh for some / and h&H. Then
m(θ)u =jihm(θ')u' =jim(θ')hu' - m(-θ'}jihu' ,
1

and hence jim(θ+θ')=hu'u~ ^ U(z). Therefore, we obtain \a\ Φ | f t | , /=! for
I α I < I δ I , and i=2 for | a \ > \ b \ by Lemma 3.7. On the other hand, the equation (b) implies φ(θ+θ', *)=/ι(*) for | α | < | f t | and φ(0+0', z)=J2(z) for
| Λ | > | f t | by Lemma 3.6. Therefore, we obtain k'^kjfi and φ(<9+0', z)=J{(z)
for some ί and h^H. Then

r)) .

q e.d.

Proposition 4.5. Φ of (4.3) defines an abstract G-actίon on S"^'1 such that
Proof.

p+t

For (g,p)eGxS -\

let us choose as in (4.2);

SO0(ρ, ^-ACTIONS
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P =

By the first equation, we obtain ^ =Js1Jt2(z2) for some integers s, ί. Then,
kϊlkJϊjfeKndU(z2)
by (3.4). Therefore, k2 = kjlj2u2 for some nje £/(*,).
Then, we obtain
k'2m(θ2)u2 = £&2 — gkjlj&ί
It is clear k2'=kΊjϊj2^K,

=

kίmtfjujίjluί

and we see
OΌ'ίifjyί W e £/(»,)

by the equation P(Ji(*))=jiP(*)ji

Then,

by Lemma 4.4. On the other hand,

This shows that Φ of (4.3) is a well-defined mapping.
Take g, g' e G and p e 5*"1"*"1. Let us choose as in (4.2)
/> = *(*,*), gk = k'm(θ)u,

g'k'

=K'm(θ')u',

where we E7(ar) and «' e I7(φ(β, *)). Then,

Because
^r^ft = g'k'm(θ)u = k"m(θ')u'm(θ)u
= k"m(θ+θ') (m(-θ)u'm(θ))u ,
and m(-θ)u'm(θ)^U(z) by (3.3). This shows that Φ of (4.3) is an abstract
G-action.
Finally, take (k,p)&K X S**'-1 and put p=ψ(k', z) as in (4.2). Then,
, p) = ^(kkf, z) = ψ(A, ψ(Λ', *)) = ψ(A, p) .

q.e.d.

Notice that the continuity of Φ is unknown in this stage. In the remaining of this section, we shall show the smoothness of the G-action Φ.
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4.2. Put f(z)—(a: b) and z=(x,y). It is clear that #i=t=0 if and only if
#yΦθ by the condition (iv). To simplify the following discussion, we add a
condition on the pair (φ,/)
(v) ry>0=Φαό>0.
Notice that the condition (v) is inessential, by (2.10).
Define
S+ = {z = (*, y)GF(H)\x>Q, y>0} .
By the condition (v), there is a smooth positive valued function β on S+ such
that /(*)=(!:/?(*)).
Lemma 4.6. For (θ, z)^Rx S+, φ(θ, z) e S+ if and only if
(!+£(*)tanh 0) G9(*)+tanh 0)>0 .

(4.6)

Proof. /(φ((9,^))-(l + /3(^)tanh(9:yS(^)+tanh^) by the condition (iii).
Then, only if part is clear. Suppose (4.6). Then,

and we see that φ(θ,z)&JιJ2(S+) by considering orbits of the Λ-action φ.
q.e.d.
Define
D+ = {(θ, z)tΞRxS+\φ(θ, z)ξ=S+} ,
W+ = {(g, z)<ΞGxS+\±t™cε(gP(zγg)*(l-β(z)2)(l+β(z)2)-1}

.

Lemma 4.7. For any (g, z) e W+, there exist uniquely kH e K\H and
such that
g = km(θ)u u<= U(z\ (θ, *) eZ>+ .

(4.7)

Furthermore, the correspondence Δ : W+->K/HxD+ defined by Δ(g, z)=(kH, (θ, z))
is smooth.
Proof.

First, we show the uniqueness of the decomposition (4.7).

Suppose

for k,k'<=K, u,u'<=U(z) and (0, #), (0', *)el>+. Then, ψ(k, φ(0, *)) =
-v|r(A', φ(0', ^)) by Lemma 4.4. Since φ(0, ^) and φ(0', z) are contained in S+,
we see φ(0, z) = φ(θ', z). Then, ^Λ' eJK:w§t, = H, and hence kH=k'H.
Furthermore, we obtain θ=θ' by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma
4.4.
Next, we show the existence of the decomposition (4.7). Choose

SO0(ρ, ^-ACTIONS

and we U(z) such that g=km(θ)u.
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Then,

(*) trace (gP(x)'g) = cosh 2θ+2β(z) (l+β(z)2)~1 sinh 2(9 .
Suppose (0, #)$!>+. If /?(#)=!, then φ(0, *)eS+ for any 0eΛ. Hence we
see /?(#)=!= 1. (i) Suppose 0<β(z)<l. We can find r^Λ satisfying z=φ(τ, e^
and /?(#)= tanhr. The assumption φ(θyz)$S+ implies tanh(0-f-τ)^0 by
Lemma 4.6, and hence 0+τ^O. If 0-f-τ=0, then we obtain
trace (gP(x)'g) =
This is a contradiction to (£, sr)e PF+, and hence 0+τ<0. Then,
φ(-θ-2Ty x) = φ(-θ-τ, ej =J2φ(θ+τ, el)
and φ(—θ—2τ, z)^S+ by Lemma 4.6. Furthermore,
j2m(—2τ) —
Then
)iί = (kj2)m(-θ-2r) (J2m(-2τ)u) ,
where Λ;2 e J^, J2W( ~2^)Me ^(^) and (-Θ— 2τyz) e D+ . (ii) Suppose β(z) > 1 .
We can find τe/2 satisfying z=φ(τ, ep+1) and /S^'^tanhr. Then we obtain
similarly
g = km(θ)u =
where kj^K, jlm(—2τ)uG U(z) and (— 0— 2τ,
Finally, we shall show the smoothness of Δ. Put θ = θ(gyz) and kH=
δ(g, z) for Δ(^, z)=(kH, (θy z))y and we shall show the smoothness of θ(g, z)
Consider the smooth function <y on W+ X R defined by
(g, z, θ) = cosh 2θ+2β(z) (l+β(z)2)~1 sinh 26>-trace (gP(x)'g) .

Ύ

Then, γ(g, z, θ(g, *))=0 by (4.7) and (*). Furthermore, if γ(g, zy g)=0, then
g(^, x,θ) = 2 cosh 2^(tanh 2^+2/3(
by the definition of W+. Then, we see that the function θ(g, 2) is smooth by
Lemma 4.6 and the implicit function theorem.
Consider the smooth function δ: : W+-^>Rp+q defined by
Site, *) =
Put A(g, a)=(kH, (θ, x)), and define
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x = (1 +£(*)2)-I/*(cosh θ+β(z) sinh θ) ,
y = (l+/3(#) V/2(sinh 0+/3(*) cosh θ) .
Then, we see that Sι(gy z)=k(xe1-\-yep+1) and #>0, y>0 by Lemma 4.6. Since
the correpsondence of kH to £(^1+^+1) defines an embedding of K/H into /^+i,
we see that the function δ(£, z) is smooth, by considering a correspondence of
Mφi; (ii Φ 0,0=1=0) to IMΓ'wθlN"" 1 ^
q.e.d.
4.3. Define
S0(Φ) = {Φ(g, e^gtΞG},

S0(Φo) = {Φote, *ι)l£eG}

for the G-action Φ of (4.3) and the standard G-action Φ0 of (2.1), respectively.
By (4.3) and the conditions of (φ,/), there exists a positive real number r<l
such that
On the other hand, it is clear that

Lemma 4.8.

The restriction ofΦtoGx SQ(Φ) is smooth.

Proof. PutD*(δ)=
Z)«(1)->S0(Φ0) by

a(u, v) =
Let us define a diffeomorphism F0: 50(Φ)->S0(Φ0) by JF10(if0i;)=a(||ic||"1ii, F(Ό)),
where F: Dq(r)-*Dq(\) is a diίFeomorphism not yet introduced.
There is a smooth real valued function h on (— r, r) such that /((I—J>2)1/2, 3>)=
(1: /Kj;)). It is clear that λ(j;)>0 for Q<y<r by the condition (v). Furthermore, h is a diffeomorphism from (— r, r) onto (—1, 1) by the conditions (iii),
(iv). Since

(1: A(-J))=/((1-/)1/2, -J>)=/(/2((l-/)1/2,j)) = (l: -Afcy)),
we obtain h(—y)= — h(y), and hence y-+y~lh(y) is a smooth even function.
Therefore, Γ-^INΓ^dli l l ) is a smooth function on Dq(r) (cf. [2], ch. VIII, §14,
Problem 6-c). Then we can define -F(ι;) = ||ι;||"1(A||ι;||)ι;.
Now we shall show that the diffeomorphism F0: *SΌ(Φ) —> *S0(Φ0) is Gequivariant. It is clear that FQ is ίC-equivariant. By definition of h and the
conditions (iii), (iv), we obtain

Take ^eG and put g=km(θ)u for fee^, we f/(β1)=SO0(/>— 1, ?). Then,
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, Φ(θ, «ι))) = Φβ(A,
= Φ0(Λ, Φ0K0), *ι)) =

Therefore, the diίFeomorphism jF0 is G-equivariant, and hence the restriction
Φ I G X SQ(Φ) is smooth.
q.e.d.
Now we can prove the smoothness of Φ.
argument, we see that the restrictions of Φ to
Gx{Φ(g,e1)\g^G}

By Lemma 4.8 and a similar

and Gx {Φ(gj ep+1)\g(=G}

are smooth. Define W(Φ) = {(#, ψ(Λ, *)) | (#&, ,2:) e PF+} . Then, we see that
W(Φ) is an open set of GxSp+9~19 since W+ is an open set of Gx S+. Furthermore, we see that Φ\W(Φ) is smooth, since Δ is smooth by Lemma 4.7.
Consequently, we obtain the smoothness of Φ on GxSp+9~l, because three open
sets Gx {Φ(g, ^)|^eG},Gx {Φ(g, ep+1)\g(=G} and W(Φ) cover
5.

Conclusion

Theorem. Suppose p^ 3, ?^3. ΓΛ^n^ /fer^ w a one-to-one correspondence
between the set of smooth SO0(p, q)-actions Φ on Sp+9~l whose restricted SO(p)x
SO(q)-action is the standard orthogonal action and the set of pairs (φ,f) satisfying
the conditions (i) to (iv) in §3, where φ is a smooth one-parameter group on S1 and
f : S1->P1(Λ) is a smooth function.
Proof. The correspondence of Φ to (φ,/) is given in §2, and its reversed
correspondence of (φ,/) to Φ is given in §4.
q.e.d.
By Asoh's consideration (cf. [1], §9-§ 11), we can show that there are infinitely many topologically distinct smooth SO0(p, ^-actions on Sp+9^ whose restricted
SO(p) X SO(q)-acύon is the standard orthogonal action. We omit the proof.
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